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SUMMARY

The primary objective of this research program is to

elucidate the molecular dynamics within tandem mass spectrometers

(MS/MS). This knowledge base is essential to the successful

development of a generic MS/MS database. This report provides an

analysis of the various kinetic and instrument parameters (and

the complex interplay among them) which influence the spectra

observed in tandem mass spectrometers. The focus of the

discussion is the set or conditions which would have to be

satisfied in order to generate instrument-independent spectra.

Also discussed is the form a generic MS/MS database could take.

Experimental results validate the concepts discussed.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Close-Coupled Design - A QQQ instrument which uses closely

coupled rf quadrupole fields throughout. The ions never leave

the quadrupole field during their flight path. This minimizes

ion losses due to defocussing as ions pass through the fringing

fields between quadrupoles. It reduces the possibility of mass-

dependent lens-focusing effects between quadrupoles. (See

References 8-10 for a detailed discussion.)

Collisionally Activated Dissociation - The fragmentation observed

subsequent to an A+ B interaction wherein the A + is activated by

translational-to-internal energy conversion (the ionic fragments

are characteristic of the A ion).

Coll.sion Induced Dissociation - Same as Collisionally Activated

Dissociation.

Dynamically Correct - See Section II.

Key MS/MS Parameters - See Section III.

MS/MS - Tandem mass spectrometry within XQQ instruments (QQQ,

BEQQ hybrid, etc.) is used for the analysis of multicomponent

mixtures. The analysis makes use of the CAD of "parent" ions. A

"parent" ion may be a molecular radical cation, a protonated

molecule, or a "progeny" fragment ion (daughter, granddau'hter,

etc. produced by the CAD of a larger precursor parent ion). A

"parent" ion selected by Xl interacts with a target gas within

Q2. Q2 channels undissociated "parent" ions and "progeny"

fragment ions into Q3. The instrument thus produces a CAD

spectrum of each initially-selected "parent" ion.

ix
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Parent/Progeny Ions - See MS/MS above.

Reaction-Induced Fragmentation - The fragmentation observed

subsequent to an A++B interaction which produces a transient
+

adduct AB which is not stabilized (the ionic fragments are

characteristic of the transient AB+ adduct ion).

Reaction-Induced "Mass Discrimination" - See Section V.

Restrictive Interguadrupole Apertures - Apertures of diameter

<1.4 ro. (See Reference 8 for a detailed discussion.)

Target Thickness - [BJL; see Section I.

XQQ Instruments - XQQ instruments have three components: X1 Q2

Q3. Xl is the first mass analyzer. XI can be a quadrupole mass

filter (represented by a Q), a reversed-geometry

magnetic/electrostatic sector instrument (represented by BE),

etc. Q2 is an rf-only quadrupole mass filter. Q3 is the second

mass analyzer, a quadrupole mass filter.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS, ACRONYMS, AND SYMBOLS

(BIL See TarQet Thickness in Glossary.

CAD Collisionally activated dissociation (see Glossary).

CID Collision induced dissociation (same as CAD; see
Glossary).

E Collision or interaction energy.

Ecm Center-of-mass interaction energy.

F The Q2 rf frequency (in MHz).

L Pathlength.

Ln W
Ln W Defined by Equations (2)-(4)
Ln W 8

Ln Y Defined by Equation (1).

MS/MS Tandem mass spectrometer or tandem mass spectrometry.
See MS/MS and XQQ Instruments in Glossary.

Q2 See XQQ Instruments in Glossary.

Q3 See XQQ Instruments in Glossary.

ro The Q2 field radius (in cm).

RIF Reaction-Induced Fragmentation (see Glossary).

XQQ See XQO Instruments in Glossary.

C-e Branchirq ratios for various -eaction channels; see

Section I.

Reaction cross section; see Section I.
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SECTION I

I NTRODUCTI ON

A. OBJECTIVE

There is a need for a generic, instrument-independent

database (library) for tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) tar enable

the use and exchange of standardized spectral date among XQQ

instruments. XQQ instruments have three components: Xl Q2 Q3.

Xl is the first mass analyzer. Xl can be a quadrupole mass

filter (represented by a Q), a reversed-geometry

magnetic/electrostatic sector instrument (represented by BE),

etc. Q2 is an rf-only quadrtpole mass filter. Q3 is the second

mass analyzer, a quadrupole mass filter.

The objective of this research program is to elucidate the

molecular dynamics within XQQ tandem mass spectrometers. This

knowledge base is essential to the successful development of a

generic MS/MS database. One goal, therefore, is to provide a

critical analysis of the effect of various MS/MS parameters on

the observed spectra (References 1-12).

B. BACKGROUND

Tandem mass spectrometry within XQQ instruments (QQQ, BEQQ

hybrid, etc.) is used for the analysis of multicomponent mixtures

(Reference 4). The analysis makes use of the collisionally

activated dissociation (CAD) of "parent" ions. A "parent" ion

may be a molecular radical cation, a protonated molecule, or a

"progeny" fragment ion (daughter, granddaughter, etc. produced by

the CAD of a larger precursor parent ion). A "parent" ion

selected by Xl interacts with a target gas within Q2. Q2

channels undissociated "parent" ions and "progeny" fragment ions

into Q3. The instrument thus,produces a CAD spectrum of each

initially selected "parent" ion.
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However, XQQ instruments are complex ion-optical devices

(References 5-11). Therefore, the choice of parameter settings

and/or of instrument design can provide a distorted view of the

molecular dynamics of the CAD process [e.g., if there are

scattering losses from poor ion containment within Q2, fringing

fields between Q2/Q3, etc. (References 5-11)]. Consequently, one

observes instrument-dependent CAD spectra.

This was clearly demonstrated in an international round

robin (Reference 12) wherein very different CAD spectra were

observed for the same molecule. That is, the relative

intensities measured in different QQQ instruments for any given

pair of progeny ions differed by factors ranging into the

hundreds, even though the same nominal operating conditions were

supposedly used in each of the QQQ instruments. Therefore, a CAD

spectrum of a given species in one XQQ instrument presently

cannot be used to identify and quantitate that same species in a

different XQQ instrument. Each instrument must have its own

calibration curve (ion intensity vs. species concentration) for

any one species.

C. SCOPE

This report analyzes the various kinetic and instrument

parameters (and the complex interplay among them) which influence

the spectra observed in XQQ tandem mass spectrometers. The focus

is on the set of conditions which would have to be satisfied to

generate instrument-independent spectra. Also discussed is the

form such a generic MS/MS database could take.

The discussion will deal with CAD and with reactive systems

(i.e., adduct formation, reaction-induced fragmentation (RIF),

etc.) under sinale-collision conditions. CAD and RIF are equally

well represented by the following reaction sequence.
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A+ + B 'C + + S I aca]

D ++ T toBa]

E + +U I Yal

etc.

Here a is the total cross section for the At B interaction at a

given collision energy E. Hence, the sum oi the cross sections

MC, Ba, etc. for the individual product channels is 4xa+ya+. . . =

a. That is, the sum of the branching ratios z+l+Y+... is equal

to 1.

The kinetic relations (1)-(4) are applicable under

pseudo-first-order ([B~o>>[A Jo}, single-collision conditions for

a reaction zone of length L wherein the number density of the

target gas is [B) and the "target thickness" is (BIL. Note that

Equations (1)-(4) can be used under single-collision conditions

to describe CAD or RIF subsequent to adduct formation (References

1-3). Thus, C + , D+ , etc. can signify fragments from CAD or RIF.

Equation (2) (with a=1] can also be used to describe stabilized

adduct formation if C +  is the sole product of the AttB

interaction.

Ln Y a Ln {[A ]o/[A ] +) = a[B]L (1)

and
(C +t J= 4[ A ] + o{ -e- a[ B] L )
( D ] + = [A t +Jo(l-e - a( B) L ) [ +t ] / C + I

(E4 1 = Y(A'l~-e r -aB)L j EE+141C+.-W[I] [to(1-e-°  ] } [E+]/[ct1= y(Ic

etc. , whence

Ln 9 a Ln (m(A + ] o/((A + Jo-(C1) 1) a B)L (2)

Ln W 3 Ln (I A t + o / ( B At+o-[ D +) a a[B]L (3)

Ln W a Ln (Y(Ato/(Y(AtIo-(Et])} a(B]L (4)

etc.

Note that for atBILs 0.2 ("thin-target" conditions),

3



(CeI/(A o =  oBJL
(D'1I/A~)o = 13 flBlr

( E +I /I A + Io Y a[ BI BL

etc.

Therefore, plots of i C+i/( A+i o vs. a( B] L, ( D+ 1 /( A+ ] o vs. o B) L,

etc. can provide initial estimates for t, 8, etc. once a(B]L has

been determined from Equation (1).

In the context of Equations (M)-(4) the instrument-

independent CAD spectrum for a given parent ion A+ in the

presence of the CAD gas B would consist of the parent ion signal

(A +  together with the intensities (C + ] , (D + ] , etc. for each of

its progeny ions C+ , D +
, etc. Hence, if one knows the dependence

of o, w, 3, etc. on the collision energy E, one can reproduce the

CAD spectrum of each parent ion A+ for any given target thickness

(BIL within the single-collision regime.

4



SECTION 11

DYNAMICAL PREREQUISITES

To obtain standardized instrument-indaoandgt CAD spectra,

one must make appropriate corrections for ion-optical effects

within each XQQ structure. To do so, one must provide a

dynamically correct basis for selecting within each XQQ

instrument the appropriate settings for the key MS/MS parameters

(discussed in Section III).

The reactivity (kinetics) of a molecular system is an

intrinsic, generic, and thus transferable property of that

system. Therefore, the kinetics (reaction mechanisms and rate

coefficients) of selected ion-molecule reactions can be used as

molecular probes to determine which combination of key MS/MS

parameters provide instrument-independent (dynamically correct)

branching ratios for the CAD of polyatomic ions.

The kinetic relations (i)-(4) place severe constraints on

the selection of the key MS/MS parameter settings. For a derived

from Equation (1) to equal the a; from Equations (2)-(4) with

+3+Y 6+. . . = 1, one must have I A+  o=[ A + ] +[C + )+[D + J+[E + + +... for

any (B) at each interaction energy E. These constraints require

that:

1. each product ion be formed only by the primary reaction (no

secondary sources; single-collision conditions must prevail),

2. all ions be detected with equal sensitivity (conversion gain

corrections for each detector are required for all product

ions),

3. there be no scattering losses because of unreactive

collisions between ions and the target gas (must have high

ion containment within Q2; 100 Percent collection efficiency

for product ions and unreacted projectiles),

5



4. corrections be applied for each product ion for differences

in ion containment (transmission) within the Q2Q3 structure.

In principle, one can readily comply with constraints 1. and

2. To comply with constraints 3. and 4., however, the XQQ

instrument must have a dynamically correct design. That is, the

design should make it possible to adequately control the key

MS/MS parameters to provide an undistorted (unbiased)

representation of the reaction dynamics (i.e., dynamically

correct branching ratios x-6, etc., no back reactions, no

scattering losses, minimal Fringing fields, no mass

discrimination, well-defined gas target, etc.). Instrument

designs which are incompatible with these requirements cannot

provide dynamically correct performance. Dynamically correct XQQ

instruments must be used if one is to develop and use a generic,

instrument-independent MS/MS database (see also Section VI).

To provide a "zeroth-order" assessment about which XQQ

instruments may have dynamically correct designs, one should

determine for each instrument whether or not the a derived from

Equation (1) equals the a from Equations (2) for a symmetric

charge transfer reaction (c=1). This provides a very important

test that the instrument parameters and the reaction kinetics are

well controlled, without having to worry about reaction-induced

"mass discrimination" (discussed in Section V]. For collision

energies of 1-200 eV, charge transfer reactions are dynamically

equivalent to a "worst-case" CAD reaction system because they

take place at large impact parameters with near-zero momentum

transfer (References 13-16). Thus, the product ions are formed

essentially at rest (thermal energies) within Q2.

6



SECTION III

KEY MS/KS PARAMETERS

There are several parameters (References 5-11) which for any

one projectile ion A+ can cause the relative intensities among

its various progeny ions to differ significantly. It is the

complex interplay among kinetic and instrument parameters that

engenders the necessity for dynamically correct XQQ instruments.

The following are the key parameters which must be

controlled if one is to develop and use a generic, instrument-

independent MS/MS database.

1. The type of target gas 8 used (References 17-22); this

defines the reaction system A++B.

2. The center-of-mass interaction energy Ecm for the A++B

reaction; the cross section a and the branching ratios €-6,

etc. depend on E cm, See also Section IV.

3. The target thickness [B) L (References 8-10, 12, 17-20)

(refer to constraint 1. of Section I}. See also items (6)

and (7) below.

4. The difference between the ion source potential and the Q2

rod offset (pole bias) corresponds to the nominal LAB

collision energy ELAB (References 8-10).

5. The difference between the ion source potential and the Q1

rod offset influences the resolution within QI and

determines the nominal energy distribution of the projectile

ion beam entering Q2.

6. The Q2 field radius ro (in cm) and the Q2 rf frequency F (in

MHz) together with the mass mreact (in amu) and the axial

energy ELAB (in eV) of the reactant (projectile) ion

entering Q2; these influence the effective pathlength Lerf

7



of the complex oscillatory trajectory traversed by a

projectile ion through Q2. If the actual rectilinear

pathlength of the collision region is Lactual' then Leff= R

Lactual. The correction factor is of the form R= (1 +

(xsro 2F2mreact/ELAB) } and the value for x depends on the

choice of the Nathieu parameter q2 (rf voltage of Q2)

(Reference 8). Note that R depends on m react/ELAB. Hence,

for a given collision energy ELAB the effective target

thickness Leff[BI will be different for different "parents"

selected by Q1 for CAD within Q2, and must be corrected

accordingly.

7. The value of q2 (References 8, 9) and restrictive

interquadrupole apertures of diameter (1.4 ro (References 8,

23, 24); these determine how effectively parent/daughter

ions can be contained within Q2 for emittance (transmission)

into Q3 because of mass-dependent focusing effects (refer to

constraint 3. of Section II). Strong rf focusing effects

within Q2 (maxima and minima in ion transmission as a

function of q 2 ) are especially notable for restrictive

interquadrupole apertures when the projectile ion beam has a

small energy spread (Reference 8). This will influence the

ion trajectory and, therefore, Leff[B. See Section V for

further discussion of q2.

8. The difference between the Q2 rod offset and Q3 rod offset

determines whether or not some progeny fragment ions can

enter Q3 because of the translational energy distribution of

the progeny ions (References 9-11, 17-19, 21, 22) (refer to

constraint 4. of Section II).

9. The type of detector used [Daly detector, Channeltron (with

or without conversion dynode), etc.] because of differences

in mass-dependent conversion gain (refer to constraint 2. of

Section II).

8



10. The internal energy of the projectile ion. Dawson's round

robin (Reference 12) indicated that the role of excited

states could be significant in comparing MS/MS spectra from

different laboratories. The type of ionization used (e.g.,

electron ionization vs. atmospheric-pressure chemical

ionization) may influence which of several isomeric

structures exit from an ion source (References 25-27 ). An

MS/MS spectrum can depend, therefore, on the type of

ionization used (References 25, 27, 28). This was the case

for the CAD of benzene, which is strongly dependent on the

internal energy of the CbH6 + projectile (Reference 28). By

contrast, the ratio of CH7 +/C7Ha + from the CAD of n-

butylbenzene (CIoH4 +) was found to be independent of the

ionizing electron energy over the range 5-25 eV (Reference

29), even though this ratio is known to depend strongly on

the internal energy of CtoHi4+ (Reference 30). Hence, the
+

precollision internal excitation of CtoHt apparently was

lost in transit (~100 ps) between the ion source and Q2 by

some undetermined mechanism (Reference 29).

Parameters 1.-3. are kinetics parameters. Parameters 4.-9.

are instrument parameters. Parameter 10. is not discussed

further because it is distinct from the focus of this report.

9



SECTION IV

ENERGY DEPENDENCE OF CAD SPECTRA

Consider the CAD of a "parent" ion Mi sele.cted with Q1.

H1t at2(Es) M2 023(E ) M3 a34 (E ) . (I)

at 3 ( E0

In this scheme each aij represents the absolute cross section of

a single elementary reaction; viz., the CAD of an ion M. to1

produce directly a "progeny" fragment ion M For a given

target gas, each a i depends on the effective collision energy E

for its respective Mi + ion (we use a.i CE i ) to represent the

functional form of this energy dependence). For the Mt+ parent

ion, Et= Ecm.

Note that the Mi , ai2, and otz of scheme (L) correspond,

respectively, to the A+, =a, and Sa of the kinetic relations (I)-

(4) pertinent to single-collision conditions. There is no

analogous correspondence for a23 and a34 since these involve

multiple-collision conditions.

As discussed below, when multiple-collision conditions are

used, secondary collisions of each progeny fragment ion occur

with E i Ecm (i> 1). Therefore, the choice of single-collision

conditions or multiple-collision conditions will determine how

Ecm influences the observed CAD spectrum (References 9-12, 17-

22).

A. SINGLE COLLISIONS:

Variation of Ecm under single-collision conditions will

cause a change in the relative intensities observed for N2 + and

10



3 +
. This change is determined solely by the energy-dependence

a1 2(Et) for M2+ and a13(E, for M3 Here E= Ecm, Therefore,

under single-collision conditions Equations (1)-(4) can provide

direct measurements of dynamically correct CAD spectra.

B. MULTIPLE COLLISIONS:

Variation of E cm under multiple-collision conditions will

also cause a change in the relative intensities observed for H2+

and H3 +. But this change is determined by the energy dependences

at2 (E,) and az 3 (Ez) for M2 , and a,3(EI), a23(E2), and U3,(E3)

for M3+. Here again Et= Ercm* But E2 and E3 are not equal to

E cm,

The relationship between the kinetic energies Ed of daughter

ions and E cm is determined by the chemical dynamics of daughter

production for each A+ B reaction system (References 10, 11, 17-

19, 21, 22). Therefore, for the M4 + parent ion selected with Q1,

its daughters M2 and M3 would undergo secondary collisions with

the target gas within Q2 with effective collision energies

different from E cm, For the extreme case where M2+ and 134 are

produced with Ed=O, values for 023 and 034 would correspond to

those for thermal collision energies.

Therefore, for progeny ions formed by multiple collisions

there is a complex dependence of the cross sections o i(E i ) on

Ecm (References 10, 11, 17-19, 21, 22). To measure dynamically

correct CAD spectra under multiple-collision conditions,

corrections would have to be made for the variable energy-

dependence of the cross sections of all daughters for each E cm;

for multiple-collision-induced scattering losses (References 23,

24); etc. Such corrections are not feasible in XQQ instruments

because of the complex interplay among the key MS/MS parameters

(Section III).

11



C. Ecr:

To facilitate the discussion above, we have used Ecm to

designate the center-of-mass interaction energy. It is important

to note, however, that the center-of-mass interaction energy

available for internal excitation to produce CAD depends on the

molecular dynamics of the A++B interaction. There are two

dynamical extremes possible (References 31-35). In the "elastic"

limit, polyatomic species A+ and B would interact as rigid

entities and Ecm= 1 /2pv 2 = kinetic energy of relative motion (p=

mA+m B/(mA++mB) and v= velocity of A+ relative to B}. In the

"spectator" or "binary" limit, only the "impact" moieties of

polyatomic species A and B would interact with each other; the

"nonimpact" moities are merely "spectators" (i.e., they are

unaffected by the interaction between the "impact" moieties).

Because of a lack of knowledge about the details of the CAD

dynamics, the work cited above (References 10, 11, 17-19, 21, 22)

defines E cm in the context of the "elastic" limit. The "elastic"

limit provides a dynamically correct representation for the low-

energy CAD of CH4 + with a helium target (References 34, 35).

12



SECTION V

REACTION-INDUCED MASS DISCRIMINATION

The value of the Mathieu parameter q for any ion of mass m

determines how well that ion is contained within a quadrupole

mass filter (References 5, 6, 8). For a given q, ions of

different masses will have different transmission efficiencies.

Any ion will follow an unstable trajectory when its q exceeds

0.908 (the stable-trajectory limit) (Reference 8).

When reaction occurs within Q2 there is a sudden change in

mass from the reactant ion mass, mreact' to a product ion mass,

mprod. Therefore, there is a reaction-induced "mass

discrimination" within Q2 due to q prod= qreact a mreact/Mprod

(References 5, 6, 8). That is, the reactant ion and each of its

product ions all have different ion containment efficiencies.

Here qprod and qreact are, respectively, the Mathieu parameters

of the product ( prod) and reactant ( react) ions within Q2.

One can have m prod>mreact if the reaction involves adduct

formation within Q2 ("neutral gain" experiments), or conceivably

also if there is reaction-induced fragmentation (RIF) subsequent

to adduct formation (References 1-3). In these cases the Mathieu

parameter q prod for product ions would always be smaller than the

q react for reactant ions. Therefore, when mprod>mreact , the

product ions always follow stable trajectories within the Q2Q3

structure (so long as qreact 0.908). This situation contrasts

significantly from CAD.

For CAD, m prod<mreact and qprod>q react within Q2.

Therefore, low-mass daughters can never be detected within XQQ

instruments when mprod < mreactqreact/0.908 within Q2. Note,

however, that Equations (2)-(4) would allow one to estimate what

fraction of the product ions are missing {=1-(=+ft ... .
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This analysis suggests that a demand for dynamically correct

Performance within XQQ instruments favors the use of RIF (or

adduct formation), if possible, instead of CAD.
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SECTION VI

GENERIC MS/MS DATABASE

The discussion in this Section refers to Reaction Scheme (I)

(Section IV] in the context of Equations (2)-(4).

To be generic, a MS/MS database must be a dynamically

correct (instrument-independent) representation of the aii(E.)

{viz. , the ca, Ba, etc. of Equations (2)-(4)}. That is, the ion

signals measured for C+ , D+ , etc. must correspond to those

represented by Equations (2)-(4). Therefore, the ion signal

corresponding to each a must be measured under well-defined

(Ei, [B], etc.) single-collision conditions. For example, for a

given target gas 8, the ion signal corresponding to a34(E3) would

have to be measured as a function of E3 and of (B] by selecting

M3 as the "parent" ion.

For a QQQ instrument this presumes that QI can be used to

select each of the progeny ions Mi (i 1) as the "parent" ion1

before the entry of the Mi + ion (i0 1) into Q2. This requires1

that each Mi + ion (i 1) must be produced with good intensity

before its entry into Q1. This may not always be easy in a QQQ

instrument.

In the case of a QIQ2Q3Q4Q5 multiquadrupole instrument, Q2

and Q4 could be used as reactive collision regions, while Q1, Q3,

and 05 would be analyzing mass filters. Q2 would be operated

under multiple-collision conditions to provide an intense source

of m i + ions (i> 1). Q4 would be operated under single-collision

conditions. Then the aij (i> 1, j> 1) could be measured by using

gas in both Q2 and Q4. The aij (j> 1) would be measured by using

gas in Q4, but no gas in Q2.

Dawson and coworkers (Reference 10) demonstrated that it is

plausible to associate a vi(E i) with the CAD of a specific ionic

substructure. For example (see Reference 10),
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MeO)2P=O 2 (MeO)POH + H2CO
N2 CAD

Therefore, one can envision a generic CAD database comprised of
critically-evaluated ai Ei ) and product identities (e.g.,

(KeO)POH + ] for CAD of known ionic substructures (e.g.,

(HeO)2P=0+]. The advantages of such a database are:

1. The cross sections would characterize the CAD spectra of both

known and unknown species (so long as the unknown species

contain ionic substructures for which the CAD cross sections

and product identities are known): (Consider a simplistic

analogy where compounds correspond to words, and

substructures correspond to letters: thousands of words can

be composed with only 26 letters of the alphabet>;

2. Characterization of an unknown is not limited by the number

of compounds in a "library";

3. The format is compatible with its use in expert systems;

4. End users are involved directly in its evolution by using

critically evaluated cross sections already in the database

and by submitting new cross sections for inclusion in the

database.

The problem with CAD, however, is that it is not species-

specific. If two molecules form the same "parent" ion structure,

then the CAD fragmentations will be identical, and the two

species are indistinguishable. That is, the aii are not unique

for the CAD of polyatomic isomers. For example, 2-butanone

{ eC(=O) Et} and 2, 3-epoxybutane (HeC(H)-C(H)Me-O} give

substantially identical CAD spectra (Reference 36).

However, it may be possible to distinguish among isomeric

compounds by using species-specific ion chemistry within an ion
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source in conjunction with CAD within Q2.• For example, to

distinguish M- 2-butanone from M= cis-2,3-epoxybutane (both m/z

72), one can react. 12 with the protonated molecule H+ to prepare

an (M+I) product ion (m/z 199). The CAD (Ar target) of the
.' , ion gives a m/z 44 fragment for cis-2,3-epoxybutane but

not for 2-butanone (Reference 36). The mechanism was not

established, but may correspond to the following.

H30 + + M- MH+ + H2 0

MH + + 12 (M+I) +  HI

Me-C-Et

I -Ar CAD----) (EtCO + + Mel), (MeCO + + EtI), etc.

0 57 43

MeC( H)-C(H) Me

\ -Ar CAD----+ Me(H)C=O +
'S/44

The database concepts in this Section can be applied equally

well to reactions other than CAD. Based on the dynamics given in

Section V, reactions of mprod)mreac t are to be preferred over

CAD. Therefore, one can envision the use of reactions other than

CAD whose ai (E.) and product identities would uniquely

characterize a specific ionic substructure.

A trivial example of this concept is the reaction

N2 +SF6--IN2 +SFx  (x=1-5), where SF& would be considered ax

"species-specific" reactant for N2  in the sense that the ij(E.)
(ta, fia, etc. of Equations (2)-(4)) would be unique to H2

Thus, one could distinguish N2 + from CO t or C2 H4 + because the

analogous reactions of SF4 with CO4 or C2 H4 are endoergic by
0.45 eV and 3.96 eV, respectively (i.e., no SF, would be

produced as EcT -#). Or, for example, one can distinguish among
isomeric CaH3 structures on the basis of dirrerences in their
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reactivities with "specific" reactants (i.e., different ij(E i)
for different isomers). The ability to discriminate among

structures on the basis of chemical reactivity . has been

demonstrated under thermal reaction conditions (References 37-

41). Note, however, that this approach can only be used when

there are large differences in reactivity between isomeric ions.

This may not always be the case. The RIF reactions of References

1-3 provide other examples.

Constraint 3. of Section II provides another important

reason why adduct formation is to be preferred over CAD. To

achieve 100 Percent collection efficiency for progeny ions, one

must use a withdrawing potential to extract the ions from Q2 into

Q3 (i.e., the Q3 rod offset must be biased negatively with

respect to the Q2 rod offset) (References 1-3, 42-45). Under

such conditions one observes a poorly resolved MS/MS spectrum in

Q3 (Reference 11). Hence, it would not be possible to make a

dynamically correct determination of the relative abundance of

progeny ions which are separated by only a few amu. For example,

under such low-resolution conditions it would not be possible to

distinguish C7H+ (m/z 91) from C7Ha (m/z 92) when formed by the

CAD of n-butylbenzene. In contrast, even under low-resolution

conditions adduct formation can provide a unique species-specific

product which can be well separated in mass from the parent ion.

For example, under typical MS/KS operating conditions, the

reaction of an acyl ion (RCO + ) of mass M with 2-butanone (mass

72) forms an adduct of mass (M+72) which can be used to

characterize the RCO ionic substructure (e.g., KeCO + KeC(=O)Et

-- * adduct at m/z 115; EtCO4 + MeC(=O)Et - adduct at m/z 129)

(Reference 46).
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SECTION VII

EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

This Section describes the experimental protocol, shows

typical Ln Y and Ln W plots, and discusses how the experimental

data conform to the kinetic Equations (1)-(4).

The experimental protocol is presented in the context of how

the measurements were made for the study of the reaction

N2 + SF&-4N2+SFx+ (x=1-5) (Reference 42). We used

N2 +SF6-- N2 +SFx (x=1-5) to evaluate which corrections are

necessitated by reaction-induced "mass discrimination" [the mass

mprod of each of the SF products is larger than the mass mreact4. X
of the N2 reactant (Reference 42)). Analogous measurements were

made for the study of the reactions Ne +Ne--*Ne+Ne + (Reference

43), Ar++Ar--4 Ar+Ar + (Reference 44), and Ar++N2--*Ar+N2 + (Reference

45). These reactions were studied to kinetically validate the

effective gas target thickness.

Note that Ne++Ne-Ne+Ne , Ar++Ar-Ar+Ar , and Ar++N2-Ar+N2+

are charge transfer reactions, while N2++SF&--*N2+SFx + (x=1-5) is

a dissociative charge transfer reaction. For collision energies

of 1-200 eV, charge transfer reactions are dynamically equivalent

to a "worst-case" CAD reaction system because they take place at

large impact parameters with near-zero momentum transfer

(References 13-16). Thus, the product ions are formed

essentially at rest (thermal energies) within Q2.

Work from this laboratory ( References 42-45) has

demonstrated that dynamically correct branching ratios c, B, ...

etc. can be measured in our QQQ instrument (Reference 47) when

the key MS/MS parameters are properly selected.
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A. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL

All experiments were carried out in the NBS QQQ instrument

(see Figure 1). It has been described in detail elsewhere

(Reference 47).

The instrument conforms to the design considerations

stipulated by Dawson and coworkers (References 8-10) for close-

coupled quadrupoles. The instrument can be configured to use

either a molecular beam or collision chamber configuration. The

collision chamber configuration was used here.

Briefly, as shown in Figure i, the instrument consists of

(i) a standard electron impact ionizer, (ii) three standard

quadrupole rod assemblies (QI, Q2, Q3) operated in phase at 1.2

MHz and mounted in tandem on a special multipurpose track, and

(iii) a continuous-dynode electron multiplier which incorporates

a conversion dynode. Q2 is surrounded by a collision chamber

enclosure while QI and Q3 have no housing, and are adequately

pumped by four 1200 L/s turbomolecular pumps, ensuring a well-

defined collision region.
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The actual rectilinear pathlength of the collision region is

Lactual =  21.745 ± 0.075 cm. However, the effective target

thickness for a projectile ion A* in target gas B is Leff[B).

Here Leff= R Lactual is the effective pathlength of the complex

oscillatory trajectory traversed by a projectile ion through the

target gas when Q2 is operated with q2 =0.28 (Reference 8). The

subscript (2) of q 2 is used to designate the Mathieu paramet r q

for Q2. The R correction factor is given (Reference 8) by

R= [1 + (0.0738r 2F 2 /E)] (5)
0

and is approximately 1.01 at E=60 eV and 1.13 at E=5 eV for our

instrument Cro= field radius= 0.684 cm (quadrupole rod diameter =

1.59 cm), F= rf frequency= 1.2 MHz; M= mass of projectile ion

(in amu), E= axial ion energy (in eV)J.

Reaction cross sections a were derived by using Equations

(1)-(4). In this report, A+ , B, m, 83, Y, 6, and a correspond,

respectively, to N2  SF 6, SF 5 
+, SF 4 , SF 3 , SF 2 , and SF. For

each interaction energy E, we shall use an Y and aLn W to

designate the a values derived from Ln Y measurements and from Ln

W measurements, respectively. All kinetic measurements were

based on operation of Q2 with its Mathieu parameter q2

(References 5, 6) set to the individual values of q which

corresponded to the maximum ion transmission through Q2Q3 for N2 +
((q r max) or for each of the SF +  (x=1-5) products((qe~max o ahth AIJ

(<qprod >

Note that the extent of reaction is determined by a[BJL

(Equations (1)-(4)}. For a particular A++B interaction at a

given collision energy Ecoll' a(B] is constant for a given [B).

However, the pathlength L is influenced by the choice of q2

(Reference 8). Therefore, since q2  is changed for each ion

detected, the extent of reaction which is observed for the decay

of N2 and for the production of each of the SF x corresponds to

different effective pathlengths for each ion. We use LA+, La,

LAS etc. to designate, respectively, the effective pathlengths
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for N2 , SF 5
+ , SF 4

+ , etc. Consequently, c, 8, etc. are estimated

from Ln W,= a(BJL., Ln W. (B)L8 , etc. by using the a derived

from Ln Y= a(B]LA+ {i.e., if c+fl+...=1, then aLn - aLY"

The LA, Loc, L 8 , etc. (at their respective q 2 values) were

determined relative to Leff (calculated from Equation (5) for q

0. 28} by measuring Ln Y vs. q2 for q 2 0. 1-0. 7 at an arbitrary,

constant [B] for each Ecoll used in the experiments. Under these

conditions, a(BJ= constant, so that

RA+- LA+/Leff

= (( Ln Y at q2 = <q react > max)(Ln Y at q 2 = 0.28))

R O- L C / L e  f fm amax +
= {(Ln Y at q 2 = <qprod> for SF 5 )/(Ln Y at q 2 = 0.28))

R8 - L /Lff

f(Ln Y at q2 = (q prodmax for SF 4 +)/(Ln Y at q 2 = 0.28)),

etc.

Appropriate corrections were also made for (i) the

detector's conversion gain for each product ion relative to that

for N2
+ (approximately 0.9 for SF (ii) for contributions fromisotopesor ontibutonsfro

XS isotopes (I X SF 5+ 1.05 [ 32SF 5 1 for X=32+33+34+36); and (iii)

for differences in ion transmission efficiencies between N2 + and

each of the SF (x=1-5) (in the next paragraph we describe the

method used to estimate these relative transmission corrections).

If one were to select a value of q2 which corresponds to

q react>0.908 but to qprod<0 .908, then the N2 reactant ion would

not be transmitted through Q2, but an SF x product ion would be+

transmitted. If SF x  product ions were to be observed when

q rjact>0.908, then these SFx ions would have to be formed by
N2 +SF 6  interactions occurring outside Q2. Thus, the

experimentally-measured SFx ion signal (represented by

(SFx + e x p ) can consist of SFx ions produced within Q2
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(represented by (SFx ] Q2  and outside Q2 (represented by

[SFx+InotQ2 ) .  That is, [SFx + e x p = [SFx+I 2  + [SFx +3 n o t 2 "

However, in Equations (2), (3) one must use the (SFx I2 measured
+0 = +SF xp - [SFx + 1

at prodmax Since SFx SFx x notQ2' one must

estimate (SF + This was done by measuring [SFx Iexp vs.esiae[Sx notQ2"+X X

qprod for each SF ion for qprod = 0. 1-0.7 at an arbitrary,

constant [SF 6  for each Ecoll used in these experiments. For

q >0.908, the (SFx+ exp vs. qprod plots are nearly linear,

and were back-extrapolated to the q prod corresponding to q react+
0.908 (where the N2  trajectories become unstable). We equated

(SFx InotQ2 with the value of (SF x + obtained by this linear

back-extrapolation. Hence, our estimate of (SF x+  atmax Q2
<qmprod >  corresponds to <1> minus <2>, whereprodmax,

<1>= (the value of (SFx+] exp measured at q prod>

<2>= (the value of (SFx + at the back-extrapolated qreact=0. 908),

and

<RTC>-= Relative Transmission Correction= (1+ (<2>/<1>)).

Hence, (SF x SF +exp / <RTC>. <RTC> values range from 1.0-

1.2 for each product ion (Reference 42).

High-purity SF6 (>99.99 Percent) was used as the target gas

without further purification. Single-collision conditions

correspond to L[SF 6 ] < 2.25 cm-mtorr. Pressure measurements in

the center of the collision chamber were made with a 1 torr

capacitance manometer (appropriate corrections were made for

thermal transpiration ( -3 Percent), etc. }. To minimize the

possibility of incurring systematic errors in the measured cross

sections due to errors in the pressure measurements, our

measurements of Ln Y and Ln W [Equations (1)-(4)) are made at

several target gas pressures rather than at a single pressure

(refer to Figure 1(a)].

N 2 ions were generated by 70 eV electron impact, and the

N2  projectiles were selected by Q1. The energy spread of the

projectiles entering Q2 was determined to be s1.6 eV for 50
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Percent of the ions, s2.7 eV for 90 Percent of the ions, and s4.1

eV for 99 Percent of the ions when measured by using the Q2 pole

bias (rod offset) to generate a stopping potential curve. E5 0 ,

E9 0 , and E9 9  correspond, respectively, to the Q2 potential

required to stop 50 Percent, 90 Percent, and 99 Percent of the

projectile ions entering Q2. The collision energy Eco11 was

selected by setting the Q2 pole bias = E5 0 - EColl. (For a given

Q2 pole bias, if EColl were to be defined by using E9 0 instead of

E5 0 ' then the center-of-mass interaction energy E cm corresponding

to EColl would be only 0.9 eV higher with E 9 0 than with E5 0 . )

The N2 projectiles entering Q2 are substantially pure

ground-state X 2 E + This is supported by the following facts.g2 + + 2r72£u+
In addition to the X Eg ground state of N2

+, A u and B EU

are the only excited states of N2
+  which are produced in

significant concentrations by electron ionization. The lifetimes

of these excited states are (17 ps and (0.07 Us, respectively.

However, the ion transit time through Q1 is approximately 45 us.

Therefore, the A and B states are substantially quenched before

N2  enters Q2. This was validated experimentally. For Ecoll= 40

eV we found aLn Y was independent of the ionizing electron energy

Ee for Ee=16-70 eV.

Measurements of reactant ion loss and product ion formation

(Ln Y and Ln V measurements; Equations (1)-(4)} were performed at

each selected collision energy by setting the Q3 pole bias

sufficiently negative relative to the Q2 pole bias (Q2-Q3 = 90 to

145 V for Ecoll=60 to 5 eV) to insure that all ions (products and

unreacted projectiles) were drawn out of Q2 into Q3. These

parameter settings are consistent with the knowledge that for

E co1=1-200 eV (LAB) charge transfer reactions take place at

large impact parameters with near-zero momentum transfer

(References 13-16). The typical ion collection efficiency is a99

Percent; i.e., the total ion current for products + unreacted

projectiles a99 Percent of the initial projectile ion current.
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This high ion collection efficiency allows one to use Equations

(2), (3).

B. RESULTS

Plot (a) of Figure 2 shows typical data for projectile ion

decay (Ln Y vs. P measurements based on Equation (1)). Plot (b)

of Figure 2 shows the energy dependence of the reaction cross

section when aLn Y values are plotted versus their respective

center-of-mass interaction energies Ecm* The aLn Y values were

derived from measurements of Ln Y vs. aL(SF 6I {Equation (1)},

corrected for relative differences in the effective pathlengths

LA+, LW, L, etc. Plots (a)-(d) of Figure 3 show typical data

for product ion growth for N2 +SF 6-)N 2+SF x (x=2-5)

[measurements of Ln W etc. vs. P; based on Equations (2), (3)).

Analogous results were obtained for Ne++Ne--+He Ne + (Reference

43), Ar Ar-Ar+Ar+ ( Reference 44), and Ar +N2--'Ar+N 2 + (Reference

45).
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Figure 2. Plots of (a) Ln Y vs. SF 6 Target Pressure P

for Ecoll= 40 eV (LAB) and (b) of a vs. Ecm.
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C. DISCUSSION

In conformance with the kinetic Equations (1)-(4), excellent

linear plots were observed in every case (References 42-45) for

Ln Y vs. P and Ln V vs. P under single-collision conditions.

Moreover, we found that c+8+y+6+ a 1.0±0.1 (i.e., aLn y derived

from Equation (1) equals aLn W from Equations (2), (3)

(References 42-45)]. Therefore, our a values are substantially

free from kinetic interferences (i.e., no back reactions, no

impurity reactions, no scattering losses, minimal fringing

fields, no mass discrimination, well-defined gas target, etc.).

These studies demonstrate that careful control of the key
,max maxMS/MS parameters ((q react > qprod> etc.) makes it

possible to account Properly for the reaction-induced mass

discrimination which occurs intrinsically within the Q2 of a

dynamically correct XQQ instrument. Consequently, by following

the protocol of Section VII A., the reaction N2 +SF&- 4 N2 +SF x

(x=l-5) can be used to assess which XQQ instruments have

dynamically correct designs.

As discussed in Section I B., the spectrum which is observed

for any CAD process is determined by the extent of reaction. The

extent of reaction, in turn, is determined by aCBI L. Hence, the

absolute target thickness [BIL is a critical parameter which must

be accurately known if a generic MS/MS database is to be

developed.

We have demonstrated that it is possible to kinetically

validate the absolute target thickness in a dynamically correct

XQQ instrument to within ±10 Percent (in-situ calibration).

Hence, one can determine the absolute target thickness for Ne,

Ar, and N2 gas targets by using Equations (1)-(4) together with

the a values for Ne + +Ne--*Ne+Ne+ (Reference 43), Ar ar--#ar Ar

(Reference 44), and Ar+ N 2--Ar+N 2 (Reference 45), respectively.

For these reactions =-1.

There is probably no significant systematic error in our

measurements of the absolute total cross sections. Our a values
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for Ne +Ne--)Ne+Ne + (Reference 43) and Ar +Ar-4Ar+Ar (Reference

44) agreed to within ±10 Percent with experimental and

theoretical results from the literature. Therefore, .the largest

absolute uncertainty in the experimentally-determined effective

target thickness (BILeff , and theref3re in our a values, is

probably on the order of ±10 Percent. This ±10 Percent error

estimate is also consistent with our observations that deviations

from linearity in Ln W vs. P plots (refer to Equation (2)}

occurred only when single-collision conditions were eAceeded

(i.e., when (BIL eff/A(BIZ 1.0-1.1, where A= mean free path).

Hence, single-collision conditions must be used if one is to

develop and use a generic, instrument-independent MS/MS database

(Reference 44).

Reactant ions and product ions behave differently within the

Q1Q2Q3 structure (References 5-11). Therefore, the difference

between aLn Y and aLn W (i.e., how closely the sum ci+B+Y+6+e

approximates 1.0) can provide a measure of how well confined a

gas target is within Q2. If they differ by z Percent, then the

largest relative uncertainty in the effective target thickness

{L[B]} would be on the order of 2z Percent for a target gas which

is not substantially confined within Q2. Our study of the

reactions N2 ++SF 4 -- *N2 +SFx +  (x=1-5) (Reference 42),

Ne+ Ne-4Ne+Ne (Reference 43), Ar++Ar-4Ar+Ar+ (Reference 44),

and Ar++N2- 4 Ar+N 2  (Reference 45) indicates that for the worst

case z Percent s6 Percent (but more typically <2 Percent).
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SECTION VIII

ROUND ROBIN FOR XQQ INSTRUNENTS

A Round Robin has been organized by the author to provide a

"zeroth-order" assessment about which XQQ instruments may have

dynamically correct designs, and may be well-suited for the

generation of a generic MS/MS database. Several investigators

have agreed to participate. A test protocol is being formulated.

It will involve:

1. In situ target thickness calibration within the collision

region of each participant's XQQ instrument (a calibration

curve will be provided by the author so that Equations (1)

and (2) can be used with Ar++Ar--Ar+Ar + (Reference 44) to

determine the target thickness (B)L), followed by

2. Use of Equations (1) and (2) with N2 +SF&--*N 2+SFg
+ to assess

how well one can correct for reaction-induced "mass

discrimination" in various XQQ instruments.

As a precursor to this Round Robin, we organized a Workshop

to try to reach a consensus among participants as to the needs of

the analytical community for a MS/MS CAD database (see Workshop

Report in APPENDIX A).
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SECTION IX

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. CONCLUSIONS

As detailed in Sections Ill-V, the kinetic parameters and

instrument parameters are interrelated in a complex way. For

example, the effective target thickness (a kinetic parameter)

depends on the ro and F of Q2, etc. (Section III). Therefore, it

is not possible in practice to standardize XQQ instruments on the

basis of the kinetic parameters alone. This was demonstrated by

Dawson's round robin (Reference 12).

Single-collision conditions must be used if one is to

develop and use a generic, instrument-independent HS/MS database

(Reference 44). Under multiple-collision conditions different

XQQ instrument designs will suffer differences in ion containment

efficiencies depending on whether or not they have restrictive

interquadrupole apertures (References 8, 23, 24), close-coupled

design (References 8-10), etc. That is, the complex ion-optical

effects will produce different degrees of reactive and

nonreactive scattering losses within different Q2Q3 structures

[refer to References 23 and 24). Corrections are not feasible

(Section IV).

Consequently, multiple-collision conditions can generate

instrument-dependent, dynamically distorted CAD spectra because

of the complex interplay among the key MS/MS parameters. MS/MS

analytical techniques which employ multiple-collision conditions

to maximize daughter ion production cannot, in principle,

generate instrument-independent MS/MS CAD spectra. The very high

CAD efficiency (approximately 100 Percent) observed for MS/MS in

quadrupole ion traps (Reference 48) indicates that multiple-

collision conditions predominate under typical operating

conditions (ion trapping times of 1-100 ms and approximately I

mtorr (0.133 Pa) of He buffer gas (References 48, 49)].
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For the dynamical reasons presented throughout this report,

XQQ instruments intrinsically favor the use of reactions wherein

mprod > mreact* Adduct formation (or RIF) can potentially

satisfy this condition. However, adduct formation requires

multiple-collision conditions, and therefore is dynamically not

suitable for the development of a generic, quantitatively correct

MS/MS database.

Further work is needed to assess which ion-molecule

reactions can uniquely characterize ionic substructures by

functional class under dynamically correct conditions. Mote,

however, that for structural characterization of an unknown

(qualitative analysis) one can use presence/absence algorithms

such as those discussed by Enke and coworkers (Reference 50).

For polyatomic ions, strong increases in the branching

ratios =-6 as a function of increasing Ecm may be due (a) to the

opening of endoergic channels or (b) to the choice of key MS/MS

parameters which do not provide dynamically correct operating

conditions.

B. RECOMMENDATIONS

We must obtain a "zeroth-order" assessment of which XQQ

instruments have dynamically correct designs before the

analytical community can decide which type of generic,

instrument-independent MS/MS database ought to be developed

(refer to Section VIII).
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APPENDIX A

ASMS WORKSHOP REPORT

This appendix contains a copy of the report on the Workshop
entitled, "MS/MS CAD Database: Instrument Design and Operation

Apposite to CAD Dynamics". It was published on pages 1175-1176
of the proceedings of the 35th ASMS Conference on Mass
Spectrometry and Allied Topics held May 24-29, 1987 in Denver,
CO. This Workshop was organized by the author to try to reach a
consensus among the participants as to the needs of the

analytical community in re a MS/MS CAD database.
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Presented at the 35th ASMS Conference on Mass Spectrometry and Allied Topics

May 24-29. 1987, Denver. CO

WORKSHOP

MS/MS CAD Database: Instrument Design and Operation Apposite to CAD Dynamics

Ortanizers: Richard I. Martinez (NBS) and R. Graham Cooks (Purdue U.)

(Attendance: ca. 180)

The purpose of this Workshop was to examine options for working toward a practical.
standardized CAD spectral database for XQQ Instruments (QQQ. BEQQ. etc.). and to discuss
technical details of instrument design and/or operation essential to the successful
development of such a database.

To provide a focus for the Workshop discussion. R.I. Martinez (NBS) presented an
overview of published works which indicated that very different CAD spectra are observed
for the same molecule on different QQQ instruments; i.e.. the relative intensities
measured in different QQQ instruments for any one pair of progeny Ions differed by factors
ranging Into the hundreds, even though the same nominal operating conditions were
supposedly used In each of the QQQ instruments. This suggests that current instrument
designs and/or the choice of parameter settings provide a distorted view of the molecular
dynamics of the CAD process (because of scattering losses due to poor ion containment
within Q2. fringing fields between Q2/Q3. etc.). Hence. one observes Instrument-DEPENDENT
CAD spectra. He suggested that one could probably measure Instrument-NDEPENDENT CAD
spectra under kinetlcally-correct operating conditions. Workshop participants who use XQQ
instruments agreed to participate In the NBS Round-Robin to provide a zeroth order
assessment of which Instrument designs are kinetically well behaved.

The following report is a summary of written comments submitted by the following
participants:

R.K. Boyd (NRC. Canada). R.G. Cooks (Purdue U.); C.G. Enke (Michigan State U.): J.
Fulford (SCIEX): J.H. Futrell (U. of Delaware): F. deMaack (Nermag); R.I. Martinez
(NBS); F.W. McLafferty (Cornell U.). J.J. Monaghan (IC): T.H. Pritchett (EPA); J.A.G.
Roach (FDA). R. Schaeffer. S. Dheandhanoo. and S. Ketkar (EXTREL); A.E. Schoen
(Finnigan); R.A. Yost. J.V. Johnson. and M. Hall (U. of Florida).

The key MS/MS parameters which can cause the relative Intensities measured in different
QQQ Instruments for various progeny ions to differ significantly are:
(1) the number of collisions undergone by a *parent' ion within Q2. a parameter usually

characterized in terms of *target thickness' ((actual path length traversed by the
Ion in its oscillatory trajectory through the gas target) x (effective number density
of the CAD target gas)I. and the type of target gas (influences the extent of energy
transfer) .

(2) the duration of the Interaction between the 'parent* Ion and the target gas, which is
determined by the collision energy for 'parent" Ions entering Q2.

(3) the energy level of the analyzing quadrupole Q3 relative to that of Q2 which, because
of the translational energy distribution of the 'progeny' fragment ions. determines
whether or not some progeny ions can enter Q3;

(4) the Mathieu parameter qs (f voltage of 02) and restrictive interquadrupole apertures
of diameter <1.4 re. because of mass-dependent focusing effects which determine how
effectively parent/daughter ions can be contained within Q2 for emittance
(transmission) Into Q3: and

(6) the type of detector used (Daly detector. Channeltron (with or without conversion
dynode). etc.I because of differences in mass-dependent conversion gain.

When probed with crossed-beam apparatus, the reaction dynamics of the CAD process are

found to be dependent on the internal energy, collision energy, choice of collision gas
(deposited energy), scattering angle. and energy of the product ions. Hence. unless the
dynamics are taken into account. results in XQQ Instruments will be highly Instrument
dependent, even though reproducible conditions can be established for analytical purposes
(with few exceptions, measurements for any given ion within any one XQQ Instrument exhibit

long-term (9-month interval) reproducibility (precision) to within ±10%: one lab reported
this precision for 3 different XQQ instruments (QQQ. BEQQ. EBQQ)).
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One example was cited to emphasize the need for proper accounting of CAD dynamics in
XQQ instruments: for perfluorotributylamine. the relationship Ediuetier =
(mde.s.hrim..reat)" Eo.e.t. between the kinetic energy of the m/z 264 fragment ion
(Edeeslter) and that of the m/z 414 "parent" Ion (E..r..,). changes from n. I to n- 2 as
the Ar gas target thickness Is Increased: hence. the choice of Q3 pole bias (rod offset)
and target thickness will significantly affect the intensity measured for the m/z 264
fragment Ion relative to that of other fragment ions.

Major classes of MS/MS experiments: (I) Mixture Analysis iquantitation with or without
prior separation (speciation)l and (11) Structure Elucidation I'isolated" neat compound
(prior separation)l. For (I). precision within any one XQQ Instrument Is critical, and
goal is to maximize sensitivity for characteristic daughter Ions; need different
.standardized" conditions for different substructure classes to compensate for differences
in CAD dynamics. For (1i). goal is to maximize number of structurally-significant
daughter ions. For both (i) and (I) it would be very helpful to identify each MS/MS peak
according to the collision energy and target thickness required to produce It: this would
provide the Input necessary for an Intelligent program to qualitatively predict a spectrum
(cf. presence/absence algorithms Ieee (b) belowll.

For the identification of unknowns, some Government agencies are required by statute to
match the spectrum of an unknown to that of a pure standard sample or to a 'standard
spectral library*. following strict criteria for matching the relative Ion intensities
1presence/absence algorithms Isee (b) below[ for daughter ions would not suffice for this
type of workl. Hence, such agencies need standardized operating conditions and a standard
reference library (database) for CAD spectra.

A proposal was made that if all manufacturers were to fully characterize their
Instruments with respect to the key MS/MS parameters, it may become possible to obtain
correction factors with which each type of instrument could be adjusted (following some
protocol) to give the same CAD spectra within reasonable limits. If such an approach were
to succeed, it might resolve statutory problems faced by Government agencies which use a
variety of XQQ instruments from different manufacturers.

Summary of some of the proposals made for conceptually-different CAD databases Isymbols
designate how each type of proposed database can potentially be utilized: EY (EN)= can
(cannot) elucidate structure of unknown compound not included in database QY (QN)= can
(cannot) quantitate unknown compound not included in databasel:
(a) EY/QY- KineticalIly-correct (single-collision conditions) CAD database of absolute

cross sections for the CAD of ionic substructures measured under standardized
operating conditions (may have to use different standardized conditions for different
substructure classes to compensate for differences in CAD dynamics)

(b) EY/QN- Collect complete MS/MS "map* (all the daughters of all the parents) under
single-collision conditions and relatively high collision energy; database based on
the presence (bona fide neutral loss) or absence of ion signal at particular
combinations of parent and daughter masses (correspond to specific ion
substructures): spectrum matching algorithms that weight the presence/absence of
peaks more and the relative ion abundances less yield better daughter spectrum
matches than the algorithms borrowed from matching normal mass spectra.

(c) EN/QN- Analytically useful (but not necessarily kinetically-correct) reference
spectra to be used within either one single XQQ instrument or within many XQQ
instruments of the same model (one manufacturer) operated under Identical.
standardadlzed conditions.

(d EN/QN- Based on current knowledge, prescribe pseudo-standard conditions (e.g.. 70 eV
for electron impact ionization), and collect a very large number of contributed CAD
"reference* spectra (masses and abundances) from all types of XQQ instruments:
statistical analysis will provide a basis for a search algorithm for structure
elucidation ("quality index*. etc.). and for fine-tuning the standardization rules as
our knowledge grows.
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